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is it possible to remove the " Adob..." prefix? I need only "Adobe Photoshop CC 2018 19.0.1.190 Pre-Cracked - [CrackzSoft] ". I have written this shell script that works: #!/bin/bash for f in *gz; do gzcat "$f" | tr -d'[ \t]' | tr ':''' |
sed's/^[A-Z]\+$/-- /' | sed's/^--$/:/' > out.txt grep -v "Adob" out.txt grep "Adob" out.txt > temp.txt mv temp.txt out.txt rm temp.txt done the problem is that it takes too much time, please suggest me a faster solution if there is one. The

site is A: I would strongly advise against doing this yourself. It's bad policy to start messing with configuration files when you're not 100% certain what you're doing. Anyway, my bash script: Expects the filename to be on the same line as
the path to it. This is essential, as spaces will screw things up, and you don't want to have to remove or replace them. This will probably also need to be adapted depending on the file size. #!/bin/bash for file in *gz; do gzip -dc "$file" |
sed -e's/^--$/:/' | sed -e's/:$//' done This should be all you need to do. This is a lot of ugly, but it's the only way to do it. If for some reason you get an error in either of the sed or tr commands, you need to specify the exact error message

and need to specify the correct location of the error, as you don't know
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